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THESIS PROPOSAL
I would like to make a series of minimal constructed
paintings to be accompanied by a journal exploring my phil
osophy. I intend to examine my philosophy in the light of
others who work in the fields of art, architecture, and,
possibly, music and dance, toward a similar visual end, but
perhaps from a different mental attitude.
PART I
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In the past I have found that working with pine for
my shaped stretcher frames has led to problems due to
warp-
age that are invariably non-correctable despite bracing.
Thus, when I set out to build my first free-standing piece,
I decided to use plywood. Half inch plywood has a great
deal of strength while offering sufficient width for the
screwing of butt joints. A 1-"x8 screw seems the most
satisfactory for this purpose.
Even with the most accurate cutting, it is impossible
to avoid some patching. Due to its acetone base, plastic
wood shrinks and at times falls out of the holes it is
meant to patch. Therefore, I would not recommend it. In
stead, I initially employed Sears Epoxy Patcher and Adhe
sive. However, this is a very hard, gritty material requir
ing several hours to set. Due to its coarse nature, it fre
quently needs a second coat hand rubbed into the first. A
putty knife merely raises the grainy particles.
I have found that once the material set, a vibrating
sander has insufficient power to smooth the surface, and a
rasp is time-consuming and becomes blunted in the process.
The most successful method is to use a disc-sanding attach
ment with a drill. The use of a coarse Karbo-Grit disc
further facilitates this stage of the building process al
though a 40 grit paper disc may also be used.
An alternate material I have used is modelling paste.
As with the Epoxy it is also necessary to use the disc sand
ing attachment. But the modelling paste has the advantage
of setting faster and sanding smoother- However, if not
allowed to dry sufficiently, it will chip out during the
sanding process. I have as yet encountered no other prob
lems with it. And although I have not yet had sufficient
time to see if the modelling paste holds up over a long
period of time as well as the epoxy, it has proved satis
factory thus far.
Following the patching and sanding with the disc-
attachment, the piece needs to be prepared for the wood
sealer. A 150 grit sandpaper is effective for this purpose.
However, if a power sander is used, care should be taken
that the softer grain of the plywood is not oversanded,
thus destroying the flatness by causing the hard grain to
become raised.
Following this, the piece must be washed with the
sealer solvent, Tirpolene in the case of Sears Wood Sealer,
and allowed to dry thoroughly. This will remove the sawdust
and the natural oils received through handling. The piece
is then ready for a thick coat of wood sealer. Sears
suggests that a coat should dry in approximately two hours.
However, this proves to be so thin that after one coat of
paint, the grain of the wood is still in evidence. A coat
of sealer applied at a proper thickness should take an add
itional hour to dry. Once the sealer has dried, the sur
face needs to be again sanded, this time with a 220 sand
paper in final preparation for painting.
PART II
JOURNAL
Throughout the twentieth century, Americans have
turned to technology as a source for forms. Sheeler,
Spencer and others have used a literal interpretation in
their adaptation of this source. This approach, though I
can admire it in others, has never appealed to my way of
working. I look at a building and see an architectural
structure or relationship. From that I adapt my own forms.
Ellsworth Kelly once explained his way of seeing in a sim
ilar manner. He observed and was attracted by a woman
wearing a green scarf. Kelly reduced this to its minimum
and painted a green triangle. My own forms come from
three primary sources from architectural structures,
through the evolution of previously used forms, and from
forms suggestive of my view of myself. There is never con
flict in the use of more than one source for form. Rather,
they complement and help to perpetuate one another. "On
the contrary, all that the non-figurative artist receives
from the outside is not only useful but indispensible be
cause it arouses in him the desire to create that which he
only vaguely feels and which he could never represent in a
true manner without the contact with visible reality and
with the life which surrounds
him."
In previous works I repeatedly came up with window
imagery. This was pertinent to the way I viewed myself
although it was originally unintended. I thought of my
self as more of an unwilling spectator of life than as a
participant. The window as a protective cover, serving
much as a door to shield me from those realities that I
did not wish to face. And, like a two-way mirror, it
allowed me to view life without the intrusion of outsiders
into my world.
In earlier works when I was just beginning to learn
about how to deal with abstraction, I turned to indecisive,
organic forms. In the more defined, geometric works to
which I shortly gravitated I seemed to feel a need to leave
some element of uncertainty. This became the window form
with its suggestion of a void.
I have been particularly drawn to architectural
thrusts, simple direct shapes, and massive solid forms,
drawn by that which I feel I lack in my personality, a
sense of directness and solidity within myself and in my
relationship to other people. I need simplicity, direct
ness, and harmony in my life style and daily existence to
combat previous chaotic and tumultuous periods with which
I have been forced to deal. I try to express these aspects
of myself in my work.
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I am trying to use "the echoes of
childhood"
as
clues and solutions. For a great deal of my yet short
existence I have considered myself overly introverted. I
reacted by painting that which I was not. For quite some
time there was a conflict between the use of form and color.
As I resolved my own inner conflicts, my works experienced
similar resolutions. Now while I am in harmony with myself,
I can more readily deal with pale, quiet colors and balanced
shapes. I have arrived at the use of the vocabulary of min
imal sculpture not because I am attracted to it and suddenly
said to myself, Ah Hal That is what I will do. It has been
a reductive process. As I have come to understand and ac
cept myself, my work has become calmer and more simplified.
I realize that few people will comprehend my works
as expressions of myself. However, if this was the end
that I desired I would have chosen to use a more literal
means. On the contrary, I am perfectly satisfied to have
my pieces viewed and reacted to as shapes and nothing more.
Titling is of prime importance. Were I to give my pieces
any but an ambiguous title, I would be intruding on the
spectator's right to individual interpretation. I am not
trying to manipulate their views with specific references
to reality.
While this is the over-all objective in my work, I
digress. This occured with Dies Ilia and Ascension. I was
primarily concerned with the form as such. However, there
was a carry-over from my other work to these two pieces.
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I have frequently used the repetition of an element in my
pieces, much as a repeated theme throughout a piece of mu
sic, to add stability and harmony. This carry-over is
obvious in Ascension. It is, however, present In a sense
in Dies Ilia in that the piece can be positioned in many
ways, thus giving it a multiplicity of possibilities.
However, although there is a repetition of elements,
there is no hint of further continuity as there is in works
by Donald Judd. Neither is there the sense of openness
and attenuation associated with Anthony Caro's works. My
forms are discontinuous and closed unto themselves much as
I am, for the most part, closed unto myself.
My pieces very rarely exhibit any visual tension.
This is only to be found in Dies Ilia in that it appears
that it should fall forward due to the structure and bal
ancing of the piece. Again, this piece may be considered
a slight digression from my usual method of working and of
conceiving an idea for a piece. However, there is some
visual interplay and movement to be found in all my pieces,
primarily through the use of repetition.
I have just been reading the notes in a catalogue
about a show of Phillip King's work. An interviewer asked
King about his use of color. It seems appropriate to me to
attempt to answer this question now myself. As can easily
be observed, I paint the stretched wall piece or the com
pletely assembled sculpture.
For a short period of time
last year I tried to bond the color to the fabric com
pletely by using dyes. However, this proved to be unsat
isfactory to me. I could not get the intensity or subtle
ties of color that I would have liked. In addition, I
prefer a smooth surface quality rather than the feeling
of saturation that results from the dying. T want to elim
inate the intrusion of the texture of the canvas without
completely denying the nature of the material.
Gravity is a consideration in my use of color. My
colors never deny form, but the pale colors of my wall
pieces deny weight and gravity. The color; form, and mood
of the piece must be consistent with the choice of the
material. The plywood structures have physical weight and
to deny this would be, to me, a gimmick. On the other hand,
the nature of canvas is to be light in weight and pale in
color.
I have no desire to utilize more than one color in
a piece and thus fragment it although I have, a few times,
employed a gradation of the same color from one separate
element of a piece to the next. The colors are almost neu
tral in the sense that rather than bespeak of a specific
color they imply a mood. In addition, the shapes of the
wall pieces cast shadows within themselves. These would
not be as evident had I chosen a dark color. The circular
shadows around the inner squares would have been completely
lost.
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Weight is an element that cannot be denied in my
heavy free-standing sculptures. I should say, rather,
that this can be denied, but I prefer to emphasize the
weightiness and mass of the pieces. Thus, a dark color
is necessary. The black offers an ominous, foreboding
quality diametrically opposed to the quality of peace
offered in the pale wall pieces. While the use of black
may be ominous, its soft matte finish helps to combat
the sense of impersonality and aggression that I do not
want and which would have been far more dominant had I
chosen to use a reflective black.-
It can be said for my pieces that, unlike David
3
Smith who has rejected the idea of a ^"spine", I empha
size the centrality of the piece as well as its frequently
present symmetry. David Smith did not differentiate between
sculpture and painting in lQ^I-O but felt that they both had
a common purpose. In fact, although he had begun sculpting
in the early
1930'
s, he did not pronounce himself a sculptor
until 1935* Much like David Smith, my introduction into
sculpture has been as an extension of my painting.
Donald Judd has said, "The main thing wrong with
painting is that it is a rectangular plane placed flat
against the wall. A rectangle is a shape itself; it is
obviously the whole shape; it determines and limits the
arrangement of whatever is on or inside of it. A form can
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be used only in so many ways. The rectangular plane is
given a life span." This is the conclusion that I reached
in my senior year in college. A flat, rectangular space
extending out a few inches from the wall was too confining.
I wanted to have various elements physically extend past
the edge of the picture plane or have other elements re
cede or come forth. Despite my two floor pieces, my work
has not yet become completely divorced from an association
with the wall. And my floor pieces can be readily com
prehended from only a few view points. However, this is
perfectly satisfactory to me. It is not essential to me
that my pieces appear different from every angle.
I tend to conceive of and build my pieces on a
scale related in size to the human body. Silence , for
instance, although when placed horozontally on the wall,
appears small is five feet by two feet. Robert Morris
aptly describes this relationship. "Well, I feel some re
lation to my body, naturally. I think the sense of scale
that a piece has is always a relation between your body
and the object that's external to it. I mean, that is
where the scale comes in, it seems to me: you relate it
to yourself. And so I'm very aware that these pieces cre
ate this kind of situation in which one is aware of one's
body at the same time that one is aware of the piece, be
cause I think that is the term that gives it its meaning or
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gives it its measure in some
sense."
In addition I
agree with an idea Tony Smith once expressed to Robert
Mirris. I do not wish to make a monument. But neither
do I wish to make an object.
Phillip King explans his relationship to scale and
form. "There are perhaps recurring shapes, like the cone
of earlier pieces, but it's when faced with a physical pre
sence that the idea progresses and extends itself during
the making . . . Eventually I move on to a physical scale
which is less manipulative and more an experience of be
ing faced totally with this thin?; I think the idea gets
carried out at thpt stage and may there undergo some quite
imoortant
changes."
It is for this reason that I find it
difficult to work from a drawing or a model. A model of
an eight foot sculpture standing eight inches tall can go
only so far in explaining how the piece will manipulate the
space into which it is placed. A model is helpful, but I
must also work from a mental image of the piece that stays
with me until the piece reaches physical completion.
My black structure, Homage to W.B. , evolved not only
from a personal need to design a gateway, but also as the
reduction of a group of structures designed and built last
year- These consisted of three gray panels using window
openings. From these I derived two further reduced wall
structures before arriving at my free-standing piece.
Homage to W.B. can be viewed as a single structure
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to be used as a doorway for the viewer to go from one exis
tence to another. There is an obvious reference to death
through the use of flat, funerial black. The size, larger
than that of my other pieces, is necessitated by the desire
to have the piece of a size to be walked through and under.
I disagree with Anthony Caro who does not allow the spec-
7
tator to enter his piece as "to do so would be tanta
mount to establising a literal, situational connection be
tween the beholder and the
piece."
I agree with the feelings
8
exoressed by Phillip King. "In a sense the way you walk
through sculpture, the physical aspect of sculpture, has
its human side, because it's physically there. . . The idea
of space that interests me is always a physical space, it
is'nt an abstract or ideal notion, but a felt
notion."
Homage to W.B. can also be viewed as two elements in
communication with each other, neither touching nor at too
great a distance from each other. They are, at once, attracted
and repelled.
The idea for Dies Ilia came from the observation of
relationships of masses in Homage to W.B. while working on
the piece. The piece is about mass and volume, the juxta
position of two nearly cubicle forms. Rudolf Koch explains
the square in The Book of Signs as representing the world
q
and nature in a state of orderliness. "In it is symbolized
the number four; this has a host of significations, as: the
elements, the four corners of the heavens, the four Evangelists,
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the four Rivers of Paradise." The cube is a further con
tinuation of the square in three-dimensional space.
The cube has been pertinent to a number of sculp
tors in recent years. Robert Downing explained his
rela-
1 0
tionship to the cube as follows. "The cube module be
came a symbolic three dimensional center for my organic
evolution. toward awareness in December 1966. I attached
myself to it and entered into a love affair with it that
became a discipline through which I could know myself and
that which was more than myself. Because I had approached
the cube as a mathematical law; which existed in harmony
with all laws, it taught me and automatically became a
system through which I could teach by not teaching and learn
by not learning. At every moment in time-space it contained
and therefore accepted any attitude of consciousness I held,
including this one. Through this I learned that each sculp
ture remained independently complete unto itself, at any
stage in a development which In reality has no beginning,
no middle and no
end."
If it is considered that the fourth
dimension consists of an infinite number of three dimen
sional bodies, then the cube has further ramifications as
an infintesimal part of the fourth dimension.
However, although I may visually accept a cube placed
on the floor as a piece of sculpture, I feel that I must
create visual interest in my- own pieces by building more
than the". simplest unit of 'three dimensional space. Thus,
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in Dies Ilia positioned as shown in the photograph, there
is visual tension due to the balancing of the piece. How
ever, like my other works consisting of several elements
which can be rearranged in a variety of ways, it can be
placed in five additional positions which have varying de
grees of visual tension.
On the other hand, I do not see a cubicle primary
structure as simplistic and minimalistic in content although
12
it may be minimalistic in physical form. "Simplicity is
not an end in art, but one arrives at simplicity In spite
of oneself, in approaching the real sense of things. .
The simpler the physical form, the broader the possibilities
of interpretation. J"I have said that the work of art
acts as a containing
'womb'
which receives the fragmented
projections of the artist's
self."
The simplicity allows
the viewer to speculate and form his own hypothesis con
cerning the artist's world and his reaction to the world
without forcing a single truth on the viewer. The piece
can be at once monumental and unobtrusive acting as either
a predominating or an unintruding force depending on the
level of interaction and involvement that the viewer is
willing to enter into. Simplicity can be seen as a vehicle
of clarity or a vehicle of neutrality. My works present
clarity only in their defined geometric limits and manip
ulations of space. They -are offered neutrally for inter
pretation.
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Silence again refers back to window imagery with
the two-inch open squares contained inside twelve-inch
squares. This symbol, according to Koch, refers to
L
"the
fundamental principle of everything with which we surround
ourselves."
However, the size of the squares and the re
cession is intended to indicate a closing off of oneself
to that by which we are surrounded.
Three as a sumbol with positive connotations and
balanced symmetry is used to combat the negative connota
tions of the receding inner square. The number will most
probably call to mind the association of the Trinity, the
Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost. However, three could
also represent a family, the father, the mother,, and the
child.
Further sumbols with the use of three elements
abound. A triangle refers both to God and the creative
intellect,. A forked symbol is an ancient means of signify-
1 *>
ing the path to Good and Evil--'. In addition, the element
of three has been used in a number of cultures. A great
many Japanese family crests use stylized, symmetrical de
signs made up of the repetition of a form three times.
In addition, during the Edo Period (1615-1868) it was
1 6
customary to use three or five crests on a kimona . To
the Oriental way of thinking, odd numbers hold primary sig
nificance. The Orientals feel that few things occur in
nature in terms of even numbers. Thus, the odd number is
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the truly natural number- And it Is, therefore, used in
designing a variety of things from family crests to gardens.
Odd numbers were also used in Byzantine architecture,
notably in Hagia Sophia. Rhythms of threes, fives and sev
ens were set up to provide axial symmetry. Further, three
windows were placed in the apse to symbolize the Trinity
with the nine steps leading up to the apse, the square of
three, representing the nine hiararchies of angels.
In addition to the positive connotations of the use
of three, the pale pastel, with its sense of beginning and
new life, like the new pale yellow green leaves on a tree
in Spring, offers a sense of hope. It offers a feeling of
harmony and restfulness amplified by the basic symmetry.
The pastel color, as in my other wall pieces, acts as a
yin to the yang of the free-standing floor pieces. The
wall structures act as opposing yet complementary forces to
the floor structures in color, implied weight, and mood.
The idea for Ascension was derived from a photograph
depicting the side view of a stairway in a Mies Van der Rohe
building. I wanted to work with manipulating space, having
the open space between the individual elements as important
a facet of the piece as the wooden structures themselves.
The structures can be interpreted as either coming out
from the wall or receding into it. The latter is intended.
Again, there is the use of a repetition of threes, adding
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harmony in the lack of emphasis on any one specific ele
ment. Repetition was also used in the design of the math
ematical relationships within the piece. The basic unit
is that of six inches. The three lower elements stand
four- feet tall with a width of four feet while the rec
tangle has a height of eighteen inches, the combined width
of the lower angular structures. The use of the pale color
gives them, to my mind, a sense of calm repression, holding
back an unknown as hinted at by the blank rectangle hovering
above the angular forms. Had a more forceful sense of re
pression been desired, I would have chosen a more intense,
saturated color.
'"I am certainly not bored with using these elements,
and I don't feel that I am sufficiently acquainted with them
to say when their usefulness for me would come to an
end."
I agree with Tony Smith's statement in his assessment of
his use of forms and can apply it to my own work. For over
a year now my forms have dealt primarily with
90
angles as
rectangles or cubes. There is an endless variety of forms
yet to be contended with.
Due to the use of more than onessource for my forms,
I have felt, at times, pulled in more than one direction
as to the future of these forms, There is obviously the
option of working with form solely as form. However, I am
primarily interested in continuing in one direction, that
19
that of geometric symbolism, while perhaps exploring another.
As many of my works contain a personal symbolism, I have
considered carrying this to the point of building sculp
tural calligraphy.
If I were to be asked what is the subject of my
work, I would have to say that it is myself. I am ex
pressing, through geometric symbolism, my nature. David
1 8
Smith has said, "Possibly this is too free, too defiant;
to accept that the soul of man's total belief can be the
subject of art. No subject is taboo in art. Why cannot
the nature of man himself be the subject? There is no
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